
OUTtv Productions Inc.
53 East 6th Avenue

Vancouver, BC V5T 1J3 
Tel: (604) 874-4300
Fax: (604) 874-4305

August 10, 2017

Katie-Ellen Humphries

Dear Katie-Ellen:

RE: “Untitled Feminist Talk Show”/ Non-Transmission Pilot

This letter will confirm the short-form agreement (“Agreement”) dated August 10, 2017 
between OUTtv Productions Inc. (the “Producer”) and Katie-Ellen Humphries (the “Artist”) for 
the writing and associate producing services in connection with the script for the non-
transmission pilot (the “Pilot”) for the untitled feminist talk show (the “Series”) on the following 
terms and conditions:

1. Writing Services & Compensation. Artist agrees to provide writing services as co-writer 
with Morgan Brayton to write for and deliver to Producer a script for the Pilot (the 
“Screenplay”), in accordance with Producer’s notes and comments, to be delivered to Producer 
within the time period specified at the time Producer gives its comments to Artist.  Provided 
Artist renders all services required by Producer hereunder and is not in breach or default of this 
Agreement, Producer shall pay Artist, as full and complete consideration for Artist’s services in 
connection with the writing services to be rendered hereunder by Artist and all rights granted to 
Producer hereunder, the flat-fee sum of Five Hundred Canadian Dollars (CAD$500.00).

2.  Credit. Provided that Artist fully performs all of the services and obligations required to 
be performed by Artist hereunder, and Artist is not in breach of default hereunder, Artist shall 
be accorded credit on a shared card in the main titles of the Pilot, in substantially the following 
form: “Written by Morgan Brayton & Katie-Ellen Humphries”. Artist shall also be accorded credit 
as Associate Producer for the Pilot, on a single or shared card at Producer’s sole discretion.

3. Rights Granted: Artist hereby acknowledges, certifies and agrees that all results and 
proceeds of every kind of services heretofore and hereafter to be rendered by Artist in 
connection with the Episodes of the Series, including without limitation any writing services by 
Artist, and all ideas, suggestions, themes, plots, stories, characterizations, dialogue, titles and 
other material, whether in writing or not in writing, at any time heretofore or hereafter created 
or contributed by Artist which in any way relate to the Pilot or to the material on which the Pilot 
will be based including the Screenplay (collectively the “Material”), are and shall be deemed to 
be “works made in the course of employment” as that term is understood in Canadian copyright 
laws and “works made for hire” as that term is understood in United States copyright laws, for 
Producer.  Accordingly, Producer is and shall be considered the author and, at all stages of 
completion, the sole and exclusive owner of the Material and all right, title and interest therein 
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(the “Rights”).  The Rights shall include without limitation all copyrights, neighbouring rights, 
trademarks and any and all other ownership and exploitation rights in the Material now or 
hereafter recognized in any and all territories and jurisdictions including, by way of illustration, 
production, reproduction, distribution, adaptation, performance, fixation, rental and lending 
rights, exhibition, broadcast, and all other rights of communication to the public, and the right 
to exploit the Material throughout the universe in perpetuity in all media, markets and 
languages and in any manner now known or hereafter devised.  If under any applicable law the 
Material is not deemed or otherwise considered a work made for hire, then to the fullest extent 
allowable and for the full term of protection otherwise accorded to Artist under such applicable 
law (including any and all renewals, extensions and revivals thereof), Artist hereby assigns and 
transfers to Producer the Rights and, in connection therewith, any and all right, title and interest 
of Artist in the Pilot and any other works now or hereafter created containing the Material

Artist hereby grants Producer the right to change, add to, take from, translate, reformat or 
reprocess the Material in any manner Producer may in its sole discretion determine.  To the 
fullest extent allowable under any applicable law, Artist herby irrevocably waives or assigns to 
Producer Artist’s so-called “moral rights” or “droit moral”. Artist expressly acknowledges that 
many parties will contribute to the Series and other works that will embody all or part of the 
Material.  Accordingly, if under any applicable law the above waiver or assignment by Artist of 
“moral rights” or “droit moral” is not effective, then Artist agrees to exercise such rights in a 
manner, which recognizes the contribution of and will not have a material adverse effect upon 
such other parties.

Producer, on the one hand, and Artist, on the other, acknowledge and agree that the following 
sums are in consideration of, and constitute equitable remuneration for, the rental right 
included in the Rights: (i) an agreed allocation to the rental right of 3.8% of the fixed 
compensation and, if applicable, 3.8% of the contingent compensation payable by Producer to 
Artist in connection with the Series; (ii) any sums payable to Artist with respect to the rental 
right under any applicable collective bargaining or other industry-wide agreement; and (iii) the 
right under any applicable collective bargaining or other industry-wide agreement with respect 
to home video exploitation which are reasonably attributable to sale of home video devices for 
rental purposes in the territories or jurisdictions where the rental right is recognized.  If under 
the applicable law of any territory or jurisdiction any additional or different form of 
compensation is required to satisfy the requirement of equitable remuneration, then it is agreed 
that the grant to Producer of the rental right shall nevertheless be fully effective, and Producer 
shall pay Artist such compensation or, if necessary, the parties shall in good faith negotiate the 
amount and nature thereof in accordance with applicable law.

4. Warranties and Representations. Artist represents and warrants as follows:

(a) Artist has the right and power to enter into this Agreement and to grant to 
Producer the rights set forth herein;

(b) all Material written, submitted, added, interpolated or suggested by Artist 
hereunder (except to the extent based on material furnished to Artist by Producer 
or in the public domain) will be original and will not to the best of Artist's 
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knowledge, violate or infringe upon the personal or property rights of any third 
party under the laws of copyright, trademark, privacy, publicity, defamation or 
otherwise;

(c) Artist is a Canadian citizen as defined in the Citizenship Act (Canada);

(d) Any Material written by Writer has not been copied in whole or in part from, or 
based on, any other work except that submitted by Producer or Writer as basis for 
the Material;

(e) The Material has not been exploited in any manner and/or medium;

(f) The Material is not and will not be based in whole or in part of the life of any real 
person except as approved in writing in advance by Producer;

(g) Any Material contributed in writing by Writer does not and will not infringe upon 
the copyright of any person or entity, and any other Material contributed by Writer, 
to the best of and Writer’s knowledge including that which Writer should have 
known in the exercise of reasonable prudence), does not and will not infringe upon 
the copyright of any person or entity; and

(h) To the best of Writer’s knowledge (including that which Writer should have known 
in the exercise of reasonable prudence), the Material does not and will not 
constitute a libel or slander of any person or entity or infringe upon or violate the 
right of privacy or any other right of any person or entity.

5. Assignment. Producer shall have the right to freely to assign this Agreement and/or any of 
Producer’s rights hereunder to any person, firm or corporation; provided, however, that 
Producer shall remain primarily liable hereunder unless Producer’s obligations are assigned to a 
major motion picture company, a so-called “mini-major”, a television network, or another 
financially responsible entity.  Artist may not assign any of his rights hereunder.  Any assignment 
or purported assignment by Artist shall be null and void.

6. No Injunctive Relief: In the event of any breach by Producer of this Agreement, Writer shall 
be limited to Writer’s remedy at law for damages, if any, and shall not have the right to 
terminate or rescind this Agreement or any of the rights granted hereunder or to in any way 
enjoin or restrain the production, distribution, advertising, publicizing or other exploitation of 
the Series or any other production based on the Property.

7. Publicity: Writer shall not authorize or cause to be released or disseminated any publicity 
with respect to this Agreement or the rights granted to Producer hereunder without Producer’s 
prior written consent in each instance.

8. Name and Likeness: Writer grants to Producer the irrevocable and perpetual right to use 
Writer’s name, likeness, voice and/or biography in connection with the production, exhibition, 
advertising and other exploitation of the Series or other productions based on the Property, and 






